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A novel methodology of reliability-based multidisciplinary design optimization under hybrid interval and fuzzy uncertainties 1. Introduction. Multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) has shown great potential in dealing with the optimization... 2. Problem statement. Let β denotes a fuzzy variable ...
A novel methodology of reliability-based multidisciplinary ...
Complex mechanical system is usually composed of several subsystems, which are often coupled with each other. Reliability-based multidisciplinary design optimization (RBMDO) is an efficient method to design such complex system under uncertainties. However, the present RBMDO methods ignored the correlations between uncertainties.
Reliability-Based Multidisciplinary Design Optimization ...
Recently, solving the complex design optimization problems with design uncertainties has become an important but very challenging task in the communities of reliability-based design optimization (RBDO) and multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO).
Reliability-Based Multidisciplinary Design Optimization ...
Considering the coupling among aerodynamic, heat transfer and strength, a reliability based multidisciplinary design optimization method for cooling turbine blade is introduced. Multidisciplinary analysis of cooling turbine blade is carried out by sequential conjugated heat transfer analysis and strength analysis with temperature and pressure interpolation.
Reliability based multidisciplinary design optimization of ...
The influence of uncertainty factors must be considered to ensure the reliability of the optimized design results, and reliability-based multidisciplinary design optimization (RBMDO) needs to be performed [4, 5]. Uncertainties can be categorized as aleatory and epistemic [6, 7]. Aleatory or objective uncertainties arise from the inherent randomness of a system.
Evidence-Based Multidisciplinary Design Optimization with ...
In this paper, a subset simulation-based reliability analysis (SSRA) approach is combined with multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) to improve the computational efficiency in reliability-based MDO (RBMDO) problems.
Reliability-Based Multidisciplinary Design Optimization ...
Abstract. Reliability-Based Optimization (RBO) for engineering design deals mainly with two design attributes, namely the merit, for example cost, and the reliability of the design. In this work the class of design problems which are considered, are designs characterized by a minimum merit function and that satisfy certain reliability constraints. The reliability constraints are typically constraints on the probabilities of failure due to component failure events or a system failure event.
Reliability-Based Optimization for Multidisciplinary ...
Aircraft wing design typically involves multiple disciplines such as aerodynamics and structure. Multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) has been recently used to deal with the multidisciplinary efforts in wing design. When reliability is considered, MDO for the wing design becomes much more computationally intensive.
Reliability-based multidisciplinary optimization for ...
Non-probabilistic reliability based multidisciplinary design optimization (NRBMDO) offers a powerful tool for making reliable decisions with the consideration of uncertain-but-bounded uncertainties for complex engineering systems. However, the prohibitive computation and convergence difficulties caused by the directly coupling of uncertainty based multidisciplinary analysis (UMDA), non-probabilistic reliability analysis (NRA) and MDO would seriously hamper the application of NRBMDO.
An efficient single-loop strategy for reliability-based ...
Multi-disciplinary design optimization (MDO) is a field of engineering that uses optimization methods to solve design problems incorporating a number of disciplines. It is also known as multidisciplinary system design optimization (MSDO). ... Reliability-based optimization (RBO) is a growing area of interest in MDO. Like response surface ...
Multidisciplinary design optimization - Wikipedia
The reliability-based multidisciplinary design and optimization is of significance for increasing the quality and economic efficiency in many industrial designs. However, the intensive coupled multidisciplinary analysis and reliability assessment make it impractical for real engineering problems due to the unacceptable computational cost.
A sequential reliability assessment and optimization ...
Reliability Based Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (RBMDO) has received increasing attention to reach high reliability and safety in complex and coupled systems. In early design of such systems, however, information is often not sufficient to construct the precise probabilistic distributions required by the RBMDO and consequently RBMDO can not be carried out effectively.
Possibility-Based Multidisciplinary Design Optimization in ...
Abstract. This work presents an integrated approach for the multidisciplinary reliability analysis of turbine blades with shape uncertainty, including the metamodel, the free-form deformation, and the Monte Carlo simulation. The multidisciplinary analysis of turbine blade includes fluid, structure, and thermal analyses, which is time-consuming during integration with multidisciplinary reliability analysis.
Multidisciplinary reliability analysis of turbine blade ...
Reliability-Based Optimization (RBO) for engineering design deals mainly with two design attributes, the cost and the reliability of the design. The reliability considerations are typically driven by the probabilities of failure due to component failure events or a system failure event.
Reliability-Based Optimization for Multidisciplinary ...
Robust design optimization and reliability-based design optimization are unified in a mixed formulation, which streamlines the setup of optimization problems and aims at preventing foreseeable implementation issues in uncertainty-based design while ensuring that the performance hit of robustness/reliability assessments is kept to a minimum.
Robust and Reliability-Based Design Optimization Framework ...
Then with multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO), optimal system designs can be automatically identified with desired system reliability and reduced cost. If successful, the results of this research will impact broad areas of engineering design and will be applicable to wide engineering applications, ranging from large defense and civil systems to small integrated circuit systems.
NSF Award Search: Award#1234855 - Reliability-Based ...
Our proposed Reliability-Based Multidisciplinary Design Analysis and Optimization (RB-MDAO) will apply to the overall cyber-physical system, not just to individual components or within particular disciplines.
Reliability-Based Multidisciplinary Design Analysis and ...
Summary This chapter contains sections titled: Introduction Numerical methods in RBDO Semi‐analytic methods in RBDO Academic applications An industrial application: RBDO of an intake port An indust...

This book investigates Reliability-based Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (RBMDO) theory and its application in the design of deep manned submersibles (DMSs). Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) is an effective design method for large engineering systems like aircraft, warships, and satellites, which require designers and engineers from various disciplines to cooperate with each other. MDO can be used to handle the conflicts that arise between these disciplines, and focuses on the optimal design of the system as a whole.
However, it can also push designs to the brink of failure. In order to keep the system balanced, Reliability-based Design (RBD) must be incorporated into MDO. Consequently, new algorithms and methods have to be developed for RBMDO theory. This book provides an essential overview of MDO, RBD, and RBMDO and subsequently introduces key algorithms and methods by means of case analyses. In closing, it introduces readers to the design of DMSs and applies RBMDO methods to the design of the manned hull and the general concept
design. The book is intended for all students and researchers who are interested in system design theory, and for engineers working on large, complex engineering systems.
"Motivated by the need of high reliability and safety in complex engineering systems, recently reliability-based design has been increasingly applied in multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO). However, a direct integration of reliability-based design that has been successful in many single disciplinary fields into MDO may present tremendous implementation and numerical difficulties. The reliability analysis and reliability based designs are highly expensive for MDO considering various disciplines that are dependent on each other or
coupled. Hence, the present work proposes a methodology of Sequential Optimization and Reliability Assessment for multidisciplinary systems design, to improve the efficiency of reliability-based MDO. The central idea is to decouple the reliability analysis from MDO with sequential cycles of reliability analysis and deterministic MDO and hence to reduce the computational demand"--Abstract, leaf iii.

This book presents high-quality papers from the Seventh Asia International Symposium on Mechatronics (AISM 2019). It discusses the latest technological trends and advances in electromechanical coupling and environmental adaptability design for electronic equipment, sensing and measurement, mechatronics in manufacturing and automation, micro-mechatronics, energy harvesting & storage, robotics, automation and control systems. It includes papers based on original theoretical, practical and experimental simulations, development,
applications, measurements, and testing. The applications and solutions discussed here provide excellent reference material for future product developments.
This book provides readers with an understanding of the fundamentals and applications of structural reliability, stochastic finite element method, reliability analysis via stochastic expansion, and optimization under uncertainty. It examines the use of stochastic expansions, including polynomial chaos expansion and Karhunen-Loeve expansion for the reliability analysis of practical engineering problems.
Optimization and uncertainty analysis considering multiple design criteria involves seamless integration of often conflicting disciplines. Over the last 3 years Wright State University has been applying analysis tools to predict the behavior of critical disciplines to produce highly robust torpedo designs using robust multi-disciplinary design optimization. Multidisciplinary optimization and system reliability analysis were emphasized during the third year of the grant period and more reliable torpedo designs were obtained for all the different
disciplines. An optimal configuration of a supercavitating torpedo model that fits in a cavity generated by the cavitator was obtained. An evidence theory based method to determine the reliability of the cavitator is presented. Structural optimization of the lightweight torpedo model was done for it to be safe from underwater explosions and to reduce the acoustic signature. Also, reliability based optimization was performed for the lightweight torpedo model using system reliability constraints.

These IMechE conference transactions examine how major improvements have been made in product delivery processes by the effective use of both statistical and analytical methods, as well as examining the problems that can occur as a result of under utilization of information. This volume will be of great interest to managers, engineers, and statisticians at all levels, engaged in project management or the design and development of motor vehicles, their subsystems, and components. CONTENTS INCLUDE Applications of advanced
modelling methods in engine development Application of adaptive online DoE techniques for engine ECU calibration Radial basis functions for engine modelling Designing for Six Sigma reliability Dimensional variation analysis for automotive hybrid aluminium body structures Reliability-based multidisciplinary design optimization of vehicle structures
The volume includes papers from the WSCMO conference in Braunschweig 2017 presenting research of all aspects of the optimal design of structures as well as multidisciplinary design optimization where the involved disciplines deal with the analysis of solids, fluids or other field problems. Also presented are practical applications of optimization methods and the corresponding software development in all branches of technology.
Multidisciplinary Design Optimization supported by Knowledge Based Engineering provides a comprehensive guide to the use of Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) in the modern design environment. The combination of MDO and Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE), two rapidly developing technologies, can help to improve the robustness of the conceptual design process and these technologies and some examples of their application are the subject of this book. Multidisciplinary Design Optimization supported by Knowledge
Based Engineering is divided into 4 parts, covering fundamental concepts, system details, MDO/KBE in real-world environments, and examples of MDO/KBE real-world applications. The aim of the book is to support an engineer confronting a complex engineering design problem requiring the application of MDO methods and technology.
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